
 

  Increase your diagnostic sales  

  Improve your diagnostic skills 

   2 Days 2 Instructors 12 Shops  

A unique 2 day workshop—Fri & Sat December  4 & 5,   9 am—5 pm 

  Your Instructors—The Dynamic Duo  - Mark Lemay and Kelly Bennett 

Day 1 Kelly Bennett & Mark Lemay How much free diagnostic time has your shop given 

away? Getting paid for all of your diagnostic time is a major challenge for most repair shops. There are so many variables to selling 
the full range of diagnostic labor.  This workshop covers the Full 7 step process to ensure you properly quote a specific price (no ranges 
or ball park figures) and get authorization from the customer. Get the symptoms in writing with the customers  input and ensure the 

diagnostic technician follows the written  procedures to properly diagnose.  You’ll learn:  

 How to create “recipes” for selling diagnostic work that will ensure you get paid for all your diagnostic sales.   

 You will be provided with over a dozen customizable customer forms guaranteed to provide more accurate information to your technicians. 

 How to calculate and customize accurate diagnostic labor rates 

 At this workshop you will receive a detailed matrix for selling diagnostic work complete with $ amounts to quote to your customers 

  What the appropriate sold times and exact procedures to be followed by the technician for each category of diagnostics 

 How to create “recipes” for selling diagnostic work that will ensure that you get paid for all of your Diagnostic Sales.  

 You will be provided with over a dozen customizable customer forms – guaranteed to provide more accurate information to the technicians 

 We will cover selling the following common types of diagnosis: 

                    Drivability problems that are constant, intermittent and random— Sold times and labour rates for each 

                    Air Conditioning, Fuel Systems, Fluid Leaks, Electrical Systems, Device Failure, Fuses, Battery, Alternator, Starter  

Day 2 Mark Lemay   Developing a Game Plan for problem vehicles. From time to time we all have cars that 

give us trouble identifying the problem. When we run into these cars we need a game plan that goes beyond the service manual. This 

course teaches how to develop a plan of attack. Then the class will work through a series of problem vehicles which will allow the 

technicians to develop and modify the game plan to suit each different situation. In this class we will cover different diagnostic sce-

narios and will use a variety of diagnostic techniques to solve the vehicle problems. This class cover problems ranging from engine 

misfire, driveability, electrical issues and many more.  Different systems will be used. This class ideal for all technicians 

Kelly Bennett brings 28 years of experience in training tens of thousands of small business owners and employees throughout Canada and the U.S. His 
Management SOS article in Canadian Technician magazine has provided guidance for the automotive industry for over 7 years. Kelly’s engaging training style 
will equip you with proven methods & strategies that will have a positive, lasting impact on you entire operation.  

Mark Lemay has been a technical trainer, who has been highly sought after for 25 years by of major clients  across the US and Canada.  Mark is a Licensed 
Technician and diagnostic specialist who completed his apprenticeship in 1985, attending Centennial College and achieving his Interprovincial designation. He 
spent the next 15 years working in a variety of Automotive settings ranging from small family shops to large regional dealerships. During this time he began 
specializing in Diagnosing Electrical and Computer Faults. Mark also worked in the Management side of the business as a Service writer, Shop Foreman and 

Service Manager.  Includes 2 full days of training, Hot Lunches, Binder, Workbooks, Handouts, Electronic Forms, follow-

up & more.        Maximum Impact—Maximum of 12 participants   This workshop will sell out!                                        
  Only  $585. per person   ShopPros Boardroom   2425 Industrial Street, Burlington 

              Register:  Call 1-866-964-5027  Fax 289-964-5027  Email Kelly@kellythecoach.com 

Name ____________________________________ Phone  ________________________ 

Shop Name_________________________ Email_________________________________ 

Credit Card __________________________________________________ Exp__________ 




